Ancient duplications of the human proglucagon gene.
The human proglucagon gene (GCG) is encoded within a finished 576-kb DNA sequence generated by the Human Genome Project. GCG is flanked by 18 kb and 65 kb of DNA, 5' and 3', respectively, that do not encode genes. The genomic sequence that includes GCG was found to have a long history of gene duplication events. Some members of the glucagon-like family of genes, GCG on chromosome 2 and GIP on chromosome 17, may be products of ancient genome duplications on the early vertebrate lineage. A large genomic tandem duplication event that included DPP4-like and GCG genes occurred before the amphibian-mammal divergence, but one of the duplicated copies of GCG has been lost on the human lineage. Recently, a processed pseudogene of the X-chromosome-linked gene TIMM8A was inserted downstream of GCG. Some ancient duplicates of GCG may retain physiological functions in other vertebrates.